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The Woodbury Graphic Design program is designed as a sequential curriculum involving courses whose content builds on the learning from subsequent courses. It is recommended that transfer students enter in the fall semester to take advantage of the optimum curricular sequence, however, students are accepted for the spring semester. It is not necessary, or even preferable, for students to complete an AA Degree before entering the program. It is also recommended that transfer students complete the following design and general education courses before matriculation in the Graphic Design program in order to progress through the curriculum in a timely fashion.

For more information, as to specific course transfer click on the link below:
https://woodbury.edu/admissions/undergraduate-admission/transfer/

If you have any questions about the Graphic Design Program, portfolio pieces, or your transfer credits, please contact:
Behnoush McKay – Chair, Graphic Design
behnoush.mckay@woodbury.edu

Suggested Major Courses
For specific courses, please see articulation agreements from your community college.
- Beginning Drawing
- Color Theory
- Drawing and Composition (or) Figure Drawing
- Introduction to Photography
- Graphic Design 1
- Digital Practice (Adobe Illustrator & Photoshop)
- Typography 1
- History of Graphic Design

Suggested General Education Courses
For specific courses, please see articulation agreements from your community college.
- Academic Writing 1
- College Algebra or equivalent
- Public Speaking
- Art History (Select any two courses)
- Introduction to Psychology
- Social Science Course
- Environmental Studies
- Natural Science with lab
- Humanities Course